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Part One: (14 pts.) 

A- Reading Comprehension: (07 pts.) 

Activity One: Choose (a, b or c) to complete the following sentences. (03pts.) 

1- Ahmed is at :      

        a- butcher shop              b- green grocer shop           c- supermarket 

2- Ahmed needs :    

       a- vegetables               b- fruit                      c- meat 

3- The cost is :          

        a- 300 dinars               b- 400 dinars                        c- 500 dinars 

Activity Two: Answer the following questions. (02pts.) 

1- Is there anything to eat?  

………………………………………… 

2- How much potatoes and tomatoes does Ahmed need?  

    ………………………………………… 

 

Activity Three: Match each word with its picture: (02pts.) 

 

 

 

Ahmed: Good morning Mom! is there anything to eat ? 

 Mum: Good morning son! No, there isn’t any! Go and    buy some 

vegetables!  

Green Grocer: Hi son! Do you need any vegetables?  

Ahmed: Yeah. I need some potatoes, onions, tomatoes, parsley and 

celery, please.  

Green Grocer:  How many potatoes, onions and tomatoes do you need?  

Ahmed: 2 kilos for each.  

Green Grocer: How much parsley and celery do you want?  

Ahmed: 2 branches for each.  

Green Grocer: The cost is 500 dinars. 

 Ahmed: Oh! That’s too much. 
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B- Mastery of Language: (07 pts.) 

Activity One: Correct the underlined mistkes: (02pts.) 

Ali: How many is the courgettes?     - ………………………………………… 

Greengrocer: They is 120 DA. How many do you want ! 

 

Activity Two: Fill in with “some”or”any”: (03 pts.) 

- Amine: There is………….meat in the fridge, but there isn’t……….fish. 

- Mum: Are there ……….. oranges? 

- Amine: Yes, there are some. 

 

Activity Three: Classify the words according to the pronunciation of the (-s): (02 pts.) 

vegetables - branches - onions - supermarkets  

/ s/ /z/ /Iz/ 
…………….…….. 

…………….…….. 

…………….…….. 

…………….…….. 

…………….…….. 

…………….…….. 

 

 

Part Two: (06 pts.) 

Complete the dialogue with:   “how much –  how many- dinars - like- help - much” 

Shop assistant: Good morning. 

You: Good morning. 

Shop Assistant: Can I ……you? 

You: Yes, please. I’d……some eggs , please. 

Shop Assistant: …………eggs do you want? 

You: 6 eggs please. Is there any milk? 

Shop Assistant: Yes, sir……….do you want? 

You: 2 litres please. How…….is all that? 

Shop Assistant: 200……., sir 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*********************************************************  Good Luck  ******************** 
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